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This review highlights some of the inspiring activities that
have happened as a result of the Strategy in the past five
years – activities that are already delivering dividends on
our vision to make archaeology for everyone.

Fiona Hyslop. © Scottish
Government (CC BY 2.0) .

Five years ago, I was delighted to welcome over
2,000 archaeologists to Glasgow for the European
Association of Archaeologists’ annual meeting
– the first time the group had gathered in Scotland.
At the opening ceremony I had the pleasure of
launching Scotland’s Archaeology Strategy – our
first ever strategy for archaeology in Scotland
which delivers on the aims we set out in Our Place in
Time, the Historic Environment Strategy for Scotland,
as well as in Going Further, the Museums Galleries
Scotland Strategy.
The Scottish Government supports Historic
Environment Scotland, our lead public body
set up to investigate, care for and promote
Scotland’s historic environment. To date, over
£6 million has been invested in grant funding
by Historic Environment Scotland to projects
delivering Scotland’s Archaeology Strategy.

There have been seismic changes over the past five years,
particularly in 2020, and the Strategy has been evolving at
pace to reflect the impacts from these current events. I am
particularly pleased to see the addition to the Strategy of an
explicit statement on equality and diversity. I believe accessibility
across society to the wealth of benefits from local heritage is
crucial to building strong resilient communities, and greater
capacity to enjoy and appreciate our shared past. Opening
digital doors to make data more open to everyone is a key
facet of this, alongside the other exciting initiatives that have
encouraged greater engagement with archaeology across all
groups in society, such as the introduction of the youth Heritage
Heroes awards and the success of the Dig It! hub for Scottish
archaeology.
I am proud to see how we are increasing the visibility of
Scotland’s archaeology on the global stage and showcasing our
unique history to international colleagues and friends. The fact
that Scotland’s Archaeology Strategy has helped inspire other
countries to adopt a similar strategic approach is testament
to its strength. In addition, by working together with other
partner nations on innovative projects such as remote sensing
archaeology, we are successfully initiating and maintaining
connections across borders which will remain and endure.
Looking to the future, the task of tackling the effects of climate
change on our historic environment will be a central theme if
we are to continue to care for and protect this precious resource.
I am confident we are well-equipped to meet this challenge
with the support of our outstanding archaeological community.
I wish to extend my congratulations to everyone involved for
the Strategy’s progress since 2015, and I look forward to seeing
the further achievements we will reach together over the next
five years in its continuing delivery.
Fiona Hyslop MSP,
Cabinet Secretary for Economy, Fair Work and Culture.
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Delivering
archaeology
The Strategy aims to increase
the public benefit of Scottish
archaeology, and its national and
global visibility. To do this, it is
necessary to identify and address
challenges to the way we work.
Delivering Archaeology examines
the structures which we have put
in place to deliver public benefit
and asks whether they are fit
for purpose.

PROMOTING ARCHAEOLOGY
Through a communication strategy launched
in 2017, partners have been working to spread
awareness about the Strategy, which has
an increasingly prominent role in traditional
and social media. Since the strategy Twitter
account launched in May 2020 with 241,800
impressions.
Three annual reports have been published with
over 2,000 paper copies distributed together
with 2,600 digital downloads.

ARCHAEOLOGY ON THE
INTERNATIONAL STAGE

STRUCTURE, FUNDING
AND BEST PRACTICE

Scottish archaeology has been highly visible
at the European Archaeology Council and
European Association of Archaeologists
meetings, leading on climate heritage, strategic
approaches to archaeological heritage
management and research framework use.

Historic Environment Scotland (HES) has
updated its Archaeology Grants guidance to
align more closely with the Strategy, allowing
HES to prioritise projects which deliver key
strategy objectives.

Scotland’s Archaeology Strategy was developed
shortly before Archaeology 2025 Strategy:
A Strategic Pathway for Ireland, and it has
inspired others to adopt a similar strategic
approach, most recently in the Republic of
Ireland and Northern Ireland.

One

LEGACY
There are many archaeological projects
which for a variety of reasons have not been
completed. These include major excavations
which have not been written up or properly
archived. One of the objectives of the Strategy
has been to identify a system to tackle this
backlog, starting with projects funded by
HES’s predecessor organisations.
Working region by region, in collaboration with
the regional research framework leads, HES’s
legacy list is being reduced. This has enabled the
kick starting of dormant projects and identify
investigations which are now ownerless. In coming
years, these orphaned projects will be added to
an online portal where researchers will be able
to access information about them, potentially
creating new research opportunities in the future.

In 2019, the Chartered Institute for
Archaeologists (CIfA) held a series of workshops
funded by HES, which brought together over
70 people from 33 different organisations. The
workshops discussed how the archaeological
sector in Scotland is structured and funded,
and how we can put public benefit at the heart
of what we do.
HES and CIfA are reviewing the Standards and
Guidance which they offer to the Archaeological
Sector.
HES launched the Historic Environment Policy
for Scotland in 2019 which will underpin all
its best practice guidance for archaeology.
CIfA have undertaken a review of their guidance
to identify issues around use, promotion
and compliance, and also to ensure that it
is applicable to Scotland.
Over £6,000,000 has been allocated in grant
funding by Historic Environment Scotland
to archaeology projects helping to deliver
Scotland’s Archaeology Strategy since 2016.

‘How to Replicate Scotland to
Europe’ – point for discussion
at the European Association
of Archaeologists meeting in
Barcelona, 2018. © HES.

Discussing an eroding site
on the beach at Brora,
Sutherland during a collaborative
international project on coastal
erosion. © SCAPE.
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Delivering
archaeology

An international outlook: places where
Scotland’s Archaeology Strategy
has been presented and discussed
at conferences

#ScotArchStrat
@ScotArchStrat

Pensacola,
Florida

Xi’an,
China

Belfast
Northern Ireland

Vilnius,
Lithuania
Brussels,
Belgium

Dublin,
Ireland

Lisbon,
Portugal

Maastricht,
Netherlands
Bern,
Switzerland

USING ARCHAEOLOGY TO
DELIVER BETTER OUTCOMES

Prague,
Czech Republic

Soﬁa,
Bulgaria

Barcelona,
Spain

Athens,
Greece

Over the last 5 years the Cultural
Resources Team have undertaken
a range of archaeological
interventions in response to
projects and planned conservation
work across HES’s estate,
ensuring that the archaeology
of its properties is cared for and
protected.

There have also been a number
of interventions, surveys and
investigations carried out to
develop understanding of the
properties and answer specific
research questions – excavations
such as Links of Noltland and
Dundonald Castle, geophysical
surveys at a number of sites and,
in a first for HES, a bathymetric
survey of Linlithgow Loch.
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Delivering
archaeology

Celebrating archaeology
in Scotland, the Strategy’s
Annual Reviews.

2025

491

ARCHAEOLOGY 2025:
IRELAND’S STRATEGY

TACKLING
THE BACKLOG

TRANSPORT
SCOTLAND

Achnahaird Sands, originally
excavated in 2000, was published
in 2020 as part of ongoing work
to complete, publish, and archive
outstanding projects. This was
one of 491 potential projects,
some dating back to the 1940s,
that have been assessed since 2017.

Transport Scotland is an agency
of the Scottish Government,
delivering its vision for transport.

Ireland’s strategy
In 2017, the Royal Irish Academy
launched Archaeology 2025, a
strategy for a sustainable future
for the management, resourcing
and promotion of archaeology
in Ireland. This assessed the
current state and future needs
of archaeology in Ireland. This
was drafted after an extensive
consultation process involving
stakeholders at local, national,
cross-border and international
levels.
During the course of this process,
and since then, we found Scotland’s
Archaeology Strategy an
inspiration in terms of its structure,
language and vision. In addition to
this, the team behind Scotland’s
Archaeology Strategy provided
invaluable assistance specifically
through advice and by attending
workshops in Dublin.

Scotland’s Archaeology Strategy
definitely helped with the delivery
of Archaeology 2025, providing a
demonstrable example that such
strategies are achievable.
Examples of international
collaboration such as this in these
islands are invaluable and are
becoming increasingly important.
We are keen to maintain contacts
with Scottish archaeology as
we move through the current
challenging times.
Ian Doyle, Heritage Council
and Rónán Swan, Transport
Infrastructure Ireland.

potential projects
assessed since 2017

Over 95% have been eliminated
as being completed, ongoing,
or having never started. The
remaining 5% are now being
progressed.

Archaeological works associated
with trunk roads present an
opportunity to engage with the
local community to increase their
understanding of the heritage of
the area and to increase awareness
of and interest in archaeology
more broadly.
Many of these projects provide
an excellent opportunity to
develop bespoke Community
Archaeology, Outreach & Publicity
Strategies that best communicate
the archaeological results from a
particular scheme. Dissemination
is now enshrined in all Transport
Scotland archaeological tender
documentation for excavation and
post-excavation contracts.

Recent publications include two
new books detailing the results
of archaeological investigations
undertaken as part of the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route/
Balmedie to Tipperty (AWPR/
B-T) project, published in 2019.
An active public outreach
strategy is a requirement of the
A75 Dunragit post-excavation
project and a further two books
will be published in relation to this
project, including an accessible
publication designed to increase
understanding and knowledge.
Further archaeological outreach
and publications will form an active
part of other schemes, such as the
dualling of the A9 and A96.

One of the boards on display
at the ‘Walk the Queensferry
Crossing’ event in September
2017, highlighting the
archaeology that was
uncovered during the
development works for
the bridge.
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Enhancing
understanding

Two

Scotland’s Archaeology Strategy
aims to increase knowledge,
understanding and interpretation
of the past. This is achieved by
making knowledge discoverable,
accessible and reusable, and
by promoting and supporting
research underpinned by clear
and appropriate research objectives.

The publication of excavations
at Bearsden Roman Fort is
now available on the Society
of Antiquaries of Scotland’s
new Open Access platform.
© Society of Antiquaries of
Scotland.

SCARF
ScARF is the Scottish Archaeological Research
Framework originally developed in 2012 and
managed by the Society of Antiquaries of
Scotland (SoAS). It was the first National
framework of its kind and emulated as best
practice. One of the objectives of the Strategy
is to continue to update ScARF, while making
it more accessible and integrated across
the sector.
The original website was upgraded in 2020
and work is ongoing with the SoAS, Historic
England, HES and the Archaeological Data
Service (University of York) to create and
implement a new digital platform to link all
online research frameworks in Scotland and
England – due to be unveiled in 2021.

£200,000
invested in 70 Open Access
publications since 2015
and 3,500 views
REGIONAL RESEARCH FRAMEWORKS

OPEN ACCESS

In March 2017, a seminar was organised by SoAS
and HES to discuss the creation of regional
research frameworks and how these would link
to the existing national framework. Two regional
frameworks were in progress at this time, for
Argyll and South-East Scotland, but it was
acknowledged that a more strategic approach
was required to ensure nation-wide coverage.
Following on from this seminar, three further
frameworks were begun with grant-funding
from HES and managed by SoAS: the Highlands,
Perth and Kinross, and covering the Northern
and Western Isles. Each framework has a project
manager reporting to SoAS but based in a local
organisation.

Open Access allows for academic peerreviewed academic work to be freely and widely
available online. In 2015, HES published its Open
Access Procedure paper, accompanied by a call
for submissions to a fund to help make more
research accessible. Since then, it has supported
over 70 Open Access publications and invested
over £200,000. Over that period Open Access
has become the norm for HES supported
publications.

DISCOVERY AND EXCAVATION
AND OASIS REDEVELOPED
Up to 1,000 projects are reported annually
through Discovery and Excavation in Scotland.
Additionally, OASIS users upload about 500
completed project reports to share with the
relevant Historic Environment Records and HES.

162 volunteers have been
trained and 1,400 Rock Art
Panels have been recorded
through Scotland’s Rock
Art Project. © HES.

Working in partnership with Historic England
and the Archaeology Data Service, partners
are simplifying the reporting process into a
single online form, ensuring the future of DES
and improving information flow from field
to record. Work is ongoing to ensure that
information reported will help answer questions
raised through the ScARF Regional Research
Frameworks.

The SoAS has launched an e-books platform,
which offers access to a growing selection of
publications, including recent volumes such
as Bearsden: A Roman Fort on the Antonine
Wall and Portmahomack on Tarbat Ness. The
latter has received over 3,500 views – over ten
times the number of hard copies created in the
original print run.

SHED (SCOTTISH HISTORIC
ENVIRONMENT DATA)
The SHED Strategy is a sector-wide initiative to
improve access to information about Scotland’s
historic environment. It is a partnership initiative
which brings together different interests
in order to protect, promote and enhance
Scotland’s historic environment through
improved data, and associated systems and
processes. The SHED Strategy is being delivered
through the Scottish HER Forum.
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Notre-Dame en feu, GodefroyParis (https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Notre-Dame_en_feu,_20h06.jpg), https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/legalcode

Galloway Hoard after conservation.
© National Museums Scotland.

CARVED
STONES

GALLOWAY
HOARD

In August 2016, Future Thinking
on Carved Stones in Scotland: A
Research Framework was launched.
This framework, part of ScARF,
brought together specialists from
across the UK and Europe to create
a more strategic approach to
the opportunities and challenges
presented by Scotland’s Carved
Stones. The resulting document
is one which captures the state
of current research, identifies
priorities for the future, and aims
to link, inspire, mobilise and direct
the efforts of anyone in Scotland
with an interest or responsibility
for carved stones.

Following the exciting discovery
of the Galloway Hoard in 2014, it
was allocated to National Museums
Scotland, who are leading on its
research and conservation.
In addition, NMS, HES and Glasgow
University have partnered on a
collaborative PhD studentship
to help better understand the
medieval landscape context of
the hoard, linking into the work
of the Galloway Glens Landscape
Partnership and reconsidering
Galloway’s place in the wider
‘Viking diaspora’.

EUROPE’S MEDIEVAL PASTS:
A MANIFESTO
One international initiative
inspired by the Strategy has
been the reimagination of
European medieval archaeology
in collaboration with the Medieval
European Research Community
(MERC), a group affiliated with
the European Association of
Archaeologists. This project has
generated a Manifesto based upon
principles articulated in Scotland’s
Archaeology Strategy, which are
intended to widen access and
improve social engagement.

The new display of medieval
sculpture at Govan Old Parish
Church. © Tom Manley.

Scotland’s Archaeology Strategy
is the first all-compassing strategic
document to tackle these
important issues in a well-thought
and balanced visionary tool. As
such, the Strategy is an example for
many (if not most) other European
countries and regions. It was
accepted as a viable inspiration
for ‘mainstreaming’ archaeology
in Flanders for instance, where the
regional government is developing
a similar strategy, starting from
Scotland’s Archaeology Strategy.

In the creation of our manifesto, the
principles of Scotland’s Strategy
were repurposed for European
geographical and political contexts,
and the subsequent engagement
has enhanced awareness of
Scotland’s achievements in
medieval archaeology.
The key message in the Manifesto is
that a concern for the preservation
and presentation of medieval
archaeology is not a niche concern,
but a core business for everyone.
Europeans inhabit worlds largely
made in the Middle Ages, so the
better we understand this, the
better we can use our fundamental
cultural resources.
Much of the groundwork
constructing the Manifesto was
driven by Glasgow University
medievalists, past and present,
using a grant from the Royal
Society of Edinburgh which
allowed us to bring members
of MERC to Scotland.

In drafting the Manifesto, we
did not start with a blank sheet
of paper, we drew upon Scotland’s
Archaeology Strategy for
inspiration and for the structuring
principles.
We don’t know how effective the
MERC Manifesto will be in the long
run, but so far it has captured the
attention of archaeologists from
across Europe and beyond. The
key thing about building up an
international reputation is to be
noticed; the Manifesto has already
done that and in so doing has
elevated Scotland’s archaeological
reputation.
Prof Stephen Driscoll,
University of Glasgow and
Prof Dries Tys, Vrije Universiteit,
Brussels; Chair, Medieval Europe
Research Community (MERC).
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Map showing locations
where the project has
worked worldwide

Greater
collaboration
ARCHAEOLOGY 2030:
NORTHERN IRELAND
In November 2016 practitioners
in archaeology from the public,
private and community sectors
came together to start a
discussion about a way forward for
archaeology in Northern Ireland.
While the initiative was led by
Historic Environment Division,
an operational division with the
Department for Communities in
Northern Ireland, it was intended to
be – and became – a collaborative
process across the archaeological
sector, culminating in the
production of Archaeology 2030:
A Strategic Approach for Northern
Ireland, published in December
2020.
There were many factors that
contributed to the development of
this initiative, from the restructuring
of government departments in
May 2016 through to a general
ambition within the sector at large
to improve on standards, to engage
more fully with wider society, and
to demonstrate the value of our
archaeological heritage in general.

Throughout the process Scotland’s
Archaeology Strategy was,
and continues to be, a shining
example that influenced the
initiative. Speakers involved in
the development of Scotland’s
Archaeology Strategy shared
their experience with practitioners
in Northern Ireland, while the
document itself provided
inspiration for the scope and
direction of greater collaboration
in the delivery of archaeology
for the future.
Dr John O’Keeffe, Principal
Inspector of Historic Monuments,
Assistant Director, Historic
Environment Division, State Care
Heritage Branch, Department
for Communities.

REMOTE SENSING
ARCHAEOLOGY IN SCOTLAND

Airborne Remote Sensing
Development

It is good to talk, to learn, and
to share. The development of
remote sensing for archaeological
survey at HES has taken place in
a broad network of colleagues
and organisations, mainly across
Europe.

– LIDAR/Airborne Laser
Scanning expertise

Through workshops, conference
sessions, discussion in the field
and personal contact, HES staff
have learnt from others, helping
avoid reinventing the wheel
while ensuring that we develop
approaches that work in a Scottish
context.

– Satellite data
– Visualisation/processing
–W
 orkshops, seminars,
personal communications

AI/Automation
– Collaboration with PhD
students
– Shared experience
– Workshops, seminars,
conference sessions
– Publications

Geophysical Survey

Landscape
interpretation

– Technical advice

– Developing digital topography

– Equipment specification

– GIS processes

– Guidelines to good practice

– Interpretation workflows
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Enhancing
understanding
Areas currently covered
by complete or on-going
regional research frameworks
The Scottish Archaeological
Research Framework (ScARF)
project has continued to update
the national ScARF of 2012, with
a series of detailed regional
frameworks. Five frameworks either
complete or in progress, covering
the Highlands, Argyll, the Northern
and Western Isles, Edinburgh, East
and Mid Lothian, the Borders and
Perth and Kinross.

Plans for two more are scheduled
for 2023. Our ambition is to
cover the country with regional
frameworks by 2026.

SIRFA
Celebrating Pictish
Archaeology: How the
University of Aberdeen’s
Northern Picts Project inspired
people across the world

SIRFA

The Craw Stane, Rhynie. © HES Crown Copyright.

1,045,797
the number of people
around the world who have
watched a video on the
Pictish archaeology at Rhynie,
Aberdeenshire.

SIRFA

66%

HighARF
NESRRF

IOBARF: Isle of Bute
Archaeological Research
Framework.
SESARF: South East
Scotland Archaeological
Research Framework.

PKARF

RARFA: Regional
Archaeological Research
Framework for Argyll.

RARFA

SIRFA: Scotland’s Islands
Research Framework for
Archaeology.

IOBARF
SESARF

HighARF: Highland
Archaeological Research
Framework.
PKARF: Perth and Kinross
Archaeological Research
Framework.
NESRRF: North East
Scotland Regional Research
Framework.

86%

of almost 300 respondents to
an online survey as part of the
Northern Picts Project felt it inspired
local events, festivals and creative
practice in their community.

of responders felt
that the Northern
Picts project influenced
their sense of place,
belonging, or
connection to
the land.
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& protecting

Three

Ensuring that the material evidence
for the human past is valued and
cared for, and managed sustainably
for present and future generations,
is a key aim for the Strategy.

ALGAO have been involved in

100

human remains cases, over
550 chance finds, and more
than 130 heritage crime incidents.

This includes managing change; ensuring
high quality knowledge is recorded and made
accessible; up-to-date expert advice is available
and accessible; and that museum collections
and archives are available for research,
learning, creativity and participation.

SCOTTISH HERITAGE CRIME GROUP
The Scottish Heritage Crime Group (SHCG) was
launched in April 2019 by the Cabinet Secretary
for Culture, Tourism and External Affairs. It is a
partnership between Police Scotland and the
principal bodies engaged with the management
of archaeological heritage throughout Scotland,
including HES, Treasure Trove, the Association
of Local Government Archaeological Officers
(ALGAO) Scotland and the National Trust for
Scotland (NTS).
The SHCG has been launched to tackle heritage
crime, to raise awareness of incidents and to
facilitate working relationships between Police
Scotland and heritage bodies. Crimestoppers,
the independent charity that supports the Police
to solve crimes, launched a new campaign
encouraging members of the public to speak
up anonymously about damage to Scotland’s
historic buildings and monuments to coincide
with the launch of the SHCG.
Heritage Crime is defined criminal activity which
causes damage to a heritage asset, including
metal theft, vandalism, and intentional damage
to both historic buildings and monuments.

HUMAN REMAINS AND EMERGENCY
ARCHAEOLOGY
The Scottish Heritage Crime Group has also
improved and formalised the roles of Police
Scotland, HES and ALGAO Scotland when
managing the discovery of archaeological
human remains. The group has helped to
raise awareness of cases and of the correct
procedures for dealing with new discoveries.
HES has expanded its Human Remains CallOff Contract to cover the investigation and
recovery of highly significant archaeological
material under immediate and obvious threat.
Recent cases include the lifting of a newly
discovered Pictish stone from the River Don,
which had been used by local fishermen as a
place to stand for many years, until a dry spell
revealed its surface and its significance.
HES Ancient Monuments
Officer working with Police
Scotland at Machrie Moor,
Arran. © HES.

Since the launch of the Strategy, members of
the ALGAO have been involved in 100 human
remains cases, over 550 chance finds, and more
than 130 heritage crime incidents.

ARCHAEOLOGY STRATEGY:
MUSEUMS WORKING GROUP
In 2018, a Museums Working Group was formed,
gathering together representatives from local
museums across the country, the National
Museums Scotland, Museums Galleries Scotland,
the ALGAO Scotland and the Treasure Trove
Unit, to consult on priorities for future support
for archaeological collections. In recent years,
the loss of archaeological expertise, lack of
storage space, documentation backlogs and
missed opportunities for collaborative working
have been creating challenges for the sector.
Workshops in 2018 and 2019 identified three
focus areas:
• To look at the process for finds before
they enter the museum;
• What happens with collections
once in the care of the museum;
• Skills gaps and training.
The group, are in the process of delivering
the first project Before the Museum. They are
also consulting on guidance documentation
for the meaning of ‘museum ready’, which
will be published in early 2021 – an essential
document for all those preparing archives from
archaeological projects for deposition.

DEPOSITING ARCHAEOLOGICAL FINDS
AND ASSEMBLAGES IN SCOTTISH
MUSEUMS
In recognition of the ongoing complex set
of issues regularly encountered during the
preparation and subsequent deposition of
archaeological chance finds and assemblages
to museums, a survey was undertaken in
2020 to capture those issues across museums,
universities, commercial archaeological
companies, and national organisations involved
with the historic environment in Scotland.
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Caring
& protecting

Jet necklace found during excavations for the
A75 Dunragit bypass. © Guard Archaeology.

17

58%

Only
of museums feel they
have the necessary information for
accessioning an archaeological
archive.

recommendations
have been made
as a result of the
survey to improve
deposition.

On average museums
felt that

55%

of all chance finds
and archaeological
assemblages arrived in
a state that was not
‘museum ready’.
SCAPA FLOW
In 2016, two divers were fined
a total of £36,000 for removing
items from the remains of the
scuttled German High Seas Fleet
in Scapa Flow.

Nowhere else across the UK is
there such a concentration of
early 20th Century warships which
together represent the cuttingedge of contemporary technology.

The scuttling of the fleet on 21
June 1919 was the largest maritime
scuttling in history, with the loss of
53 ships. Most were subsequently
salvaged, but the few that remain
are protected as scheduled
monuments.

It is illegal to remove artefacts from
scheduled monuments without
scheduled monument consent.
Unauthorised works or damage to
scheduled monuments can lead
to unlimited fines and up to 2 years
imprisonment.

Fiona Hyslop MSP holds a
lantern taken from the German
High Seas Fleet in Scapa Flow,
as part of of a Heritage Crime
event at Callendar Falkirk.
© HES.
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Caring
& protecting
LEARNING FROM LOSS
The effects of erosion, exacerbated
by climate change, is one of the
biggest threats to the historic
environment in Scotland. The
Learning from Loss knowledge
exchange project was led by
the SCAPE (the Scottish Coastal
Archaeology and the Problem
of Erosion) Trust at the University
of St Andrews, and the University
of Stirling, with support from
HES, local authority archaeologists
and numerous other partners.

Inspecting coastal erosion to an
archaeological site on the coast
of Sanday, Orkney. © SCAPE.

The remains of Ancrum Old
Bridge in the River Teviot
below the 18th century bridge.
© BordersArchaeology.co.uk

ANCRUM OLD BRIDGE
REDISCOVERED
In 2018, Ancrum and District
Heritage Society (ADHS)
discovered the remains of
a lost medieval bridge by
the village of Ancrum, Scottish
Borders, which had been
revealed by riverbed erosion.

Before the remains eroded
completely, the ADHS, HES,
Wessex Archaeology and
Dendrochronicle worked together
to recover samples for dating
and to record the structure of the
bridge. Radiocarbon dating has
since revealed it to be the earliest
scientifically dated river bridge in
Scotland – dating to the mid-1300s.

During an intensive fieldtrip and
a series of workshops, researchers,
practitioners, managers and
community stakeholders addressed
the issues of significance and
prioritisation through the lens
of threatened coastal heritage
and vulnerable carved stone
monuments, building upon
the existing scholarship and
expertise of team members.
The intention was to learn from
each other’s experiences and
consider alternative futures using
international and community
experience.
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On average

Four

100,000

people participate in over 400
events across Scotland as part
of Scottish Archaeology Month.
In 2019 a report was commissioned considering
the benefits and impacts of archaeological
learning. It showed the synergy between
archaeological learning, Scotland’s National
Performance Framework and the Curriculum for
Excellence, and highlighted the opportunities
for archaeological learning to deliver these.
Much of this work has been to mainstream
archaeology into Scotland’s existing learning
and teaching environments. Working closely
with teachers and teacher training courses,
new educational resources have been designed
to easily mesh with Scotland’s Curriculum
for Excellence. Resources such as Outdoor
Archaeological Learning have taken learning
out of the classroom and into the landscape.
A new Heritage Resources Portal was
launched in 2018, offering a one stop shop
for learning resources at all levels from early
years to lifelong learning. Attainment through
Archaeology is an exciting educational initiative,
led by Archaeology Scotland, which seeks to
use archaeology for social good. Focusing on
11-26 year olds, it aims to develop new skills
and knowledge, all within a fun, creative and
inclusive learning environment.

Encouraging
greater engagement
The Strategy aims to encourage
and enable people of all backgrounds
and ages to engage with the past,
to advocate for the role archaeology
can play in learning, and to explore
new ways of presenting and
interpreting information.
Archaeology Scotland run
a hands-on finds workshop
at Govan Old parish
church. © Archaeology
Scotland.

EDUCATION
The past five years has seen new initiatives to
promote archaeological learning for all age
groups, and in a range of settings – informal,
formal, indoors and out. The newly formed
Archaeology Learning Working Group brought
together partners from across the sector.

At university level, a first cohort of Engagement
Officers are being trained, making education
and learning skills a core part of the training
of Scotland’s next generation of archaeologists.
Meanwhile initiatives such as Archaeology for
Communities in the Highlands (ARCH) continue
to provide talks and resources for lifelong learning.

ENGAGEMENT
Collaborative approaches have been central
to promoting archaeology, whether through
2017’s Year of History Heritage and Archaeology,
or annual celebrations such as Scottish
Archaeology Month, the Highland Archaeology
Festival or East Lothian Heritage Festival.
Organisations and volunteers have promoted
the value of archaeology at thousands of
events – and reached out to new audiences.
In May 2018, the local community in Langside in
Glasgow organised Langside 450, marking the
450th anniversary of the Battle of Langside.
Over a sunny weekend in Queens Park, Glasgow,
more than 10,500 people enjoyed a range of
activities. It was a grassroots cultural event by
and for the people of one of Scotland’s most
diverse communities.

PRESENTATION
New, striking, and creative ways of presenting
information about the past, such as the
Archaeology of Dun Deardail have pushed the
boundaries of interpretation and presentation.
Online, Scotland’s Archaeology reached
international audiences when over one million
people from around the world saw an online
film showcasing discoveries by the Northern
Picts project at Rhynie, Aberdeenshire.
The Resourcing Scotland’s Heritage partnership
provided training, specifically for the heritage
sector, and was used as an opportunity to
highlight the importance of presentation and
best practice. By seeking new partnerships,
such as working with disabled access group
Euan’s Guide, ways of presentation have been
found which allow the widest access possible.
The sector continues to celebrate the work of
community and volunteer groups through the
regular Community Heritage Conference which
gives a platform for local groups to share and
promote their projects.
in 2019 Historic Environment Scotland launched its
first regular tours of Edinburgh and Stirling Castle
in British Sign Language. © Rob McDougall.
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Encouraging
greater engagement

Local
Authority

HERITAGE HERO AWARDS

Area on
map

Heritage Heroes Awards

Number of
projects

13,090

Number of projects completed
in each local authority area,
from Pilot to 17 August 2020

The Heritage Hero Award was set
up to address a gap in Scotland’s
Youth Awards market for a cultural
heritage award. The awards, run
by Archaeology Scotland,
recognise achievement and
encourage people to connect with
their past, improving confidence
and well-being.

Aberdeen

3

Aberdeenshire

2

Angus

5

Argyll and Bute

1

Clackmannanshire

1

Dumfries & Galloway

8

Dundee

2

The Awards are suited to groups
of all sizes working on heritage
projects. Since initiation in 2017,
13,090 Heritage Heroes have
been awarded.

East Ayrshire
East Dunbartonshire

Dun Deardail.
© Forestry and Land Scotland.

The Archaeology of Dun Deardail
was Highly Commended in the
British Archaeological awards
in 2018. Its cover is an extract
from a painting inspired by the
excavations by archaeologist
and landscape artist Andy Heald.
The project also inspired a musical
re-telling of the legend of ‘The
Sorrow of Derdriu’ by MacTalla
Nan Creag (the Echo).

59
1

East Lothian

10

East Renfrewshire

10

Edinburgh

37

Falkirk

10

Fife

9

Glasgow

19

Highland

23

Inverclyde

2

Midlothian

7

Moray

1

Na h-Eileanan Siar

1

North Ayrshire

6

North Lanarkshire

3

Orkney

1

Perth and Kinross

12

Renfrewshire

7

Scottish Borders

10

Shetland

0

South Ayrshire

4

South Lanarkshire

3

Stirling

13

West Dunbartonshire

14

West Lothian

8

Other

7

Number of projects completed in each local
authority area, from pilot to 17 August 2020.
‘Other’ represents cross LA and cross border
projects.

CELEBRATING THE
ARCHAEOLOGY OF
DUN DEARDAIL

Dun Deardail ‘The Night of the Burning’.
© Forestry and Land Scotland by Chriss Mitchell.

Dun Deardail.
© Forestry
and Land
Scotland.
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Glasgow Mela 2019, Kelvingrove
Park. © Alasdair Ross.

Over

£507,921
of PR value generated

Since the launch
of the Strategy

14

Scottish
projects have
been nominated
at the Current
Archaeology
Awards.
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GLASGOW MELA
2019 saw archaeology represented
at the Glasgow Mela, Scotland’s
largest celebration of multi-cultural
music, dance, and traditions.
The Archaeology of the Antonine
Wall World Heritage property was
used to highlight the diversity of
populations who lived and worked
in Scotland in our past.

2,500

public events

YHHA

DIG IT!

During 2017’s Year of History
Heritage and Archaeology, the
archaeology sector worked as part
of a national effort in support of a
campaign which reached over 615
million people worldwide.

Dig It! aims to encourage the
discovery of Scotland’s stories
through archaeology by providing
innovative promotion and
support to the heritage sector. An
evaluation report in 2018 praised
the project for ‘Shining a Light on
Scottish Archaeology’ – sharpening
the ideas of partner organisations
and inspiring the sector to find new
ways of presenting archaeology.

Scotland in Six, a project run by Dig
It! as part of YHHA2017, generated
over £507,921 of PR value alone.

Dig It! has advertised nearly 2,500
events for members of the public
since 2015 and now coordinates
the annual Scotland Digs campaign
to promote the summer dig
season. 98% of respondents to a
consultation wanted to see DigIt!
continue this work beyond its initial
funding.

GALLOWAY GLENS
LANDSCAPE PARTNERSHIP
Responding to the COVID-19
outbreak, Galloway Glens
Landscape Partnership’s Can
You Dig It project went digital.
By the end of 2020, over 3,200
free tickets had been sold for
online events, including 510 people
who attended an online lecture on
Scottish Rock Art on a Thursday
evening in October.
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185 CPD

training opportunities
over five years provided by CIfA.

Innovation
and skills
The Strategy strives to ensure that
people can acquire and use the
archaeological skills that they need
or desire; these skills will provide
the underpinning for innovation in
the understanding, analysis and
interpretation of archaeology.

This includes the development and support of
training opportunities, improving collaboration
across the heritage sector, and supporting
innovation, development and application of
scientific techniques, and new and creative
approaches to archaeological learning.

SKILLS AUDIT

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SCIENCE MANAGER

In 2017-18, the Chartered Institute for
Archaeologists (CIfA) undertook a review
of skills shortages and training provision in
Scotland. The aim was to understand the current
state of skills and training in the sector, and
identify ways to widen access and diversify
entry routes into archaeology as a career, ensure
sector access to the skills needed to work
to professional standards, and deliver public
benefit. This work was holistic, underpinned by
skills audits and sector consultation.

Consultation during the development of the
Strategy, plus other sector initiatives (including
the ScARF Science Panel Report, a workshop on
Building Archaeological Chronologies, and the
2017 Rhind lectures) identified a sector need for
more strategic direction in archaeological science.
Responding to this, HES created a dedicated
Archaeological Science Manager in 2017.

With some early career archaeologists having
limited basic field skills, addressing the training
issue was a priority. Some best practice
examples were identified, such at the graduate
training programmes by Oxford Archaeology
and others, and cross-sectorial training
initiatives such as the SoAS-led ‘Building
History’.

Five

Although there is no quick fix to the increase
in capacity, several routes were suggested
for exploration:
• structured and strategic approach
to training;
• sharing existing training platforms;
• cross-professional training
and working;
• the implementation of apprenticeships
in Scotland.

SKILLS AND TRAINING GROUP
To act as a critical friend to CIfA’s skills project,
as well as demonstrating demand for the skills,
an industry panel was convened. This group,
with representatives from developer-funded
archaeology, consultancy, HES, SoAS and the
Scottish Funding Council, has created a 10-year
roadmap for skills and training in archaeology
in Scotland, which will address needs across
the sector.
Through significant collaboration and codesign, the group is currently working on career
mapping in archaeology and helping with the
business case and content for the development
of new routes into the sector.
Reconstruction of a dog from
Coween Chambered Tomb,
Orkney, based on ancient DNA.
© HES.

The focus of this post is to develop
archaeological science capacity in Scotland,
working across the sector as required, and liaise
closely with Conservation Science on Heritage
Science opportunities. Historic England kindly
provide the post with access to their Science
Advisor network and training. Results are
already bearing fruit – there are a number of
archaeological science post-graduate students;
a strategic approach to aDNA (ancient DNA)
and isotope data is being developed; and the
post is working closely with those leading
on Innovation and Skills for the Strategy.

APPRENTICESHIPS, NPAS & PDAS
Two entry level qualifications (delivered in
colleges) and a modern apprenticeship in field
archaeology (with Skills Development Scotland)
are being developed and were chosen as the
best options for increasing skills and widening
access to archaeology as a profession.
The Professional Development Award (PDA)
aims to develop the skills of those already in
professional employment and can be used
to address specific skills gaps. A National
Progression Award (NPA) is aimed at earlier
level entry into the profession (age 16–18).
This will prepare people for employment,
career development or progression to a more
advanced study, such as at an HNC/HND level,
or lead to a PDA or NVQ.
The modern apprenticeship is intended provide
core and technical skills required for entry
level, linking industry directly with training,
and will include a relevant SQA (or alternative)
competency-based qualification. Each of these
initiatives has well advanced in the last couple
of years, and it is hoped that the NPA and
PDA will be rolled out in the coming years.
CIfA are also working closely with the Skills
Investment Plan, in which all three of these
initiatives are key parts of its delivery.
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Sam Harris undertaking archaeomagnetic
sampling. © Manca Vinazza

Scottish Qualifications and
Archaeology plans for the future

PhD

12

Masters

11

Building History project at the Pineapple,
Airth. © Chris Mackinnon.

University

Hons

10

Bachelor

9

HND*

8

HNC*

7

PDAs*
NVQ

College

Modern Apprentice*

6-12
7-8

6-11

Foundation Apprentice* 5-6
NPA*
Career fairs

Secondary School
Work
placements

ARCH

Primary School

Heritage Hero

HES

Notes: Numbers relate to the Scottish Credit
and Qualifications Framework; diagram shows
typical routes but is not designed to be fully
comprehensive.
NPA: National Progression Award.
PDA: Professional Development Awards.
NVQ: National Vocational Qualification
in Archaeological Practice.
*

Qualification in development

*

Qualification for future development

Based on a sketch by Simon Gilmour,
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland.

Archaeology
Scotland

Forest & Land
Scotland

2-6

On the job
training
Skills
Passport

WORK

Graduate Apprentice* 10-11

BUILDING
HISTORY

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SCIENCE
STUDENTSHIPS

Building History was a skills
initiative for the construction
and archaeology sectors, delivered
by DigIt! (part of SoAS). Bringing
together young people studying
construction skills at college
and archaeology students at
university, the initiative encouraged
knowledge exchange and
experience.

Sam Harris was one of the first
HES Archaeological Science
funded PhDs to complete,
graduating in 2019.

Using the survey and excavation
of part of the National Trust for
Scotland property at the Pineapple,
Airth, the focus of the project was
to understand how the greenhouse
system worked, disseminating this
story to others, and helping to
inform current management
and future reconstruction.

Archaeomagnetic dating measures
geomagnetic information trapped
in fired materials, such as hearths,
and compares it to a calibration
curve of the earth’s past
geomagnetic fields.
The challenge is the lack of
independently dated records for
the changes in the earth’s field,
which form the basis for the
curves.

‘Developing Archaeomagnetic
Dating for Neolithic Scotland’
undertook a study of well dated
fired materials to better define
and understand variations in the
earth’s field in the Neolithic period.
Using Orkney’s Ness of Brodgar
excavations as a case study, this
PhD increased the number of data
points for the Neolithic and will
make a significant contribution
to the development of the next
calibration curve.
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Innovation
and skills
Canal College participants at Muirton
Basin, Inverness. © Archaeology
Scotland.
Reconstruction based on
ancient DNA of a domesticated
dog from Cuween Chambered
Tomb. © HES.
Vectors by Vecteezy.
https://www.vecteezy.com

SKILLS AND TRAINING
ON SCOTLAND’S CANALS

EDINBURGH INTERNATIONAL
SCIENCE FESTIVAL
In 2019, the theme for the
Edinburgh International Science
Festival was ‘frontiers’ and one way
in which archaeology is pushing the
boundaries of traditional research
is through science. In an event
organised by SoAS, together with
the NMS and HES, it explored the
application of new technologies
and analyses which are shaping
the future of archaeology.
This open lecture presented
a range of projects which are
applying innovative analytical
techniques to people and objects
in Scotland, with an audience
discussion focusing on the
application of ancient DNA,
isotopes, 3D scanning and
portable XRF.

Chaired by Professor Jim
Al-Khalili, he guided the audience
and presenters through the length
and breadth of scientific research
being undertaken in Scotland.
The culmination of the event was
the unveiling of a reconstruction
of a Neolithic dog from the Cuween
Chambered Tomb in Orkney, the
first ever attempted.

Canal College® is an employability
programme, delivered by Keep
Scotland Beautiful, that supports
young people to develop new
skills all focused on Scotland’s
canal network. Begun in 2013,
Canal College expanded into a
second phase in 2017 and has since
delivered 30 new programmes.
Archaeology Scotland delivers
three weeks of cultural heritage
activities each programme where
young people learn about their
heritage and develop field skills
through excavation and survey.

PORTMAHOMACK ADNA
Each graduate works towards
an SQA in cultural heritage.
So far, 72% of participants
go on to employment, further
education or further training,
demonstrating that taking part
in heritage activities can help
young people on a path to
a positive destination.

A recent project by FAS Heritage
has undertaken radiocarbon dating,
isotopic analysis, aDNA analysis
and facial reconstruction of three
individuals from the ‘six-headed
burial’ at St Coleman’s Church,
Portmahomack.
All three burials date from the
late 13th to early 15th centuries
and represent four generations
of one family, most of whom grew
up in the local area. The project is
working with the Tarbat Discovery
Centre to incorporate this new
research into their displays.
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Scotland’s Archaeology
Strategy in numbers

70

#11,000,000

people from
33 different
organisations attended
training workshops
by CIfA in 2019.

100,000 people participated

in over 400 events across Scotland as
part of Scottish Archaeology Month.

Scotland’s Archaeology Strategy
at Langside 450.

world who have watched a video on
the Pictish archaeology at Rhynie,
Aberdeenshire.

of those surveyed as
part of the Northern
Picts project felt it
inspired local events
festivals and creative
practice in their
community.’

invested in grant
funding by HES to
projects delivering
Scotland’s Archaeology
Strategy.

10,500 people enaged with

1,045,797people around the

86%

Over
£6m

hashtag impressions
generated on
World Heritage
Day 2017
to launch the
Year of History,
Heritage &
Archaeology.

6,958

OASIS users
uploaded about

500

people have viewed an
open access article on
the Achavanich Beaker
Burial published in
PSAS in 2019.

completed project
reports to share
with HERs and HES.
On average

12,000 people
per year

13,090

use Archaeology Scotland’s
Artefact Investigation Kits.
Over

100

heritage learning
resources are freely
available on the
Heritage Resources
Portal.

3,488 downloads of Portmahomack on

Up to

£507,921

projects reported
annually through
Discovery and
Excavation in
Scotland.

Tarbat Ness Open Access e-book – opening access to over
10 times more readers than the printed version alone.

PR value generated
by Scotland in Six.

491

HES-funded
legacy projects
assessed since 2015.

1,000

Heritage
Hero
Awards
awarded.
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